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Stay and Fight: A Novel
By Madeline Fitzh (Harper, 384 pages, $26.99)

“With The Need to Know, B. J. Hollars explores a thought-provoking topic: to be unique or be at peace with the accepted norm. Hollars tells the story of two sisters and their experiences in a small town, and how they both struggle to find their place in the world. The novel is a thought-provoking exploration of identity, self-discovery, and the power of love.”

The Need: A Novel
By Helen Phillips (Penguin Random House, 288 pages, $26.95)

“The Need is a compelling and realistic portrayal of a mother’s struggle to come to terms with her own fears and insecurities. Phillips’ writing is powerful and emotional, and she masterfully creates a sense of tension that keeps the reader engaged until the very end.”

The Islanders: A Novel
By Chim Kim (Henry Holt, 336 pages, $26)

“Kim’s novel is a haunting and poignant exploration of the complex dynamics of family and longing. The setting is beautifully evoked, and the characters are richly drawn. I was deeply moved by this powerful and thought-provoking book.”

The Bookish Life of Nina Hill: A Novel
By Kaye Gibbons (William Morrow, 288 pages, $27)

“Gibbons’ latest novel is a delightful and engaging story about a librarian who discovers a hidden talent for writing. The book is full of humor, heart, and unexpected twists. A must-read for book lovers.”

The Needles: A Novel
By Sarah Jio (Flatiron Books, 384 pages, $26.99)

“A compelling and emotionally resonant exploration of the power of love and the strength of the human spirit. Jio’s writing is both beautiful and profound, and she immerses the reader in the rich tapestry of the story.”

The Last Book Party: A Novel
By Karen Coss (Flatiron Books, 304 pages, $26.99)

“A heartbreaking and ultimately inspiring novel about the power of books and the healing power of forgiveness. Coss tells a story that will stay with you long after you’ve turned the final page.”

The Snakes: A Novel
By Betsy Stave (Riverhead, 304 pages, $28)

“A haunting and thought-provoking novel that explores the complexities of family and the power of love. Stave’s writing is both beautiful and devastating, and the story will stay with you long after you’ve closed it.”

The Need: A Novel
By Helen Phillips (Penguin Random House, 288 pages, $26.95)
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